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CNN and CBS recently released their lists of the top cities and communities in the United States to
spend the so-called golden years. While the best place to retire is largely a matter of perspective,
the two directories agree on one thing. Steel City, USA is among the greatest places to go to when
the golden years beckon.

Ask an American the primary thing that comes to mind concerning Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and he
would most likely answer "metal." Over over time, the city became widely known for being the
capital of steel production in the nation. While Pittsburgh has actually shifted its focus on other
markets, many of its steel past still stays. In fact, many of the old steel mills have been changed for
use by real property business.

With lots of steel mills transformed to locations of leisure, the rejuvenated air of the area is on a
steady road to progress. Data from the Pennsylvania Division of Environmental Security reports that
much of the Pittsburgh spot has air quality varying from great to moderate. This covers Pittsburgh
as well as a handful of cities and villages such as Franklin Park, Ellwood City and Steubenville.
Naturally, experts believe the air above the metropolitan area can still be improved.

With one of every three individuals over the age of 50, it's natural that Pennsylvania is home to one
of the biggest elderly societies in the USA. It even comes as no surprise that the assisted living PA
facilities has is known for its excellent quality of service. Specialists predict that "US will continue
growing old in the next years." This indicates that the population of elders will continue to grow over
the years and it can be presumed that the demand for assisted living will additionally increase.

For the record, Pittsburgh these days is no longer the bleak and polluted steel plant that yesterday
formerly knew. It is still called Steel City, but this is mostly a reminder of its past and its steel
frameworks. In a couple years' time, the assisted living Pittsburgh facilities might possibly be its next
claim to fame.

For more information about Pennsylvania as a really good location to retire, you can check out the
listings at Money.CNN.com and CBSNews.com. There are a variety of assisted living Pennsylvania
retirement communities in the area, so you can be assured that your moms and dads and
grandparents will be appropriately looked after must the demand happen.
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Pennsylvania  in Google for related information.
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